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THE ROAR.

Symphony.
' From morn to mora it grows and swells and

sinks; but never does it wholly pass away.
For, as the last vibrations seem to die with

the jingling clatter of belated cabs, and the
growing silence of the city's night settles down
upon the streets, a murmur of its rumble begins
again, as the market carts come lumbering into
town. And gradually the murmur grows and
gVows, swelled by the separate noises of the
morning hours which break out intermit tently at
first, and become more frequent as the city
wakes; until all merge into a continuity of

sound which spreads and swells into the full vol-- ,

ume of a sullen thunderous roar the throbbing
diapason of the city's life. And then again at
night, with one last rush of traffic going home, it
slowly sinks, only to rise again before it dies. So

the echoes and the opening murmurs meet.
"And through the waking hours of day, and

through the first part of the city's sleep it rolls
on without a lull in all the grada-

tions of sound and tone.
It drones across the spaces of the parks, like

the soughing of the swaying tops of firs, and
grows into the louder, deeper boom of monsoon
breakers on an Eastern shore; then, almost sud
denly, as you approach, the fierce unmuffled tur-

moil of the street breaks out, so that you shut
your eyes, or bend your head, or frown, as if
against the impact of a shock. It surges up, in
varying cadences borne on the wind, to the top-

most windows of towering flats, like the sullen
murmurs of an angry mob, and penetrates the

I restfulness of homes, as the opening of a window
lets it in. And ever in the quiet streets and

f
squares it hums an incessant accompaniment to
minor sounds, to meet you with a sudden gu&t of

I noise
calm.

as you leave the shelter of their welcome

But In the confines of the busy streets the
sullen roar breaks up into innumerable conflict-
ing shocks of sound, which continually rush past,
and still come crowding up to meet you and still
bear down upon you from behind, in a deafening
frenzied pandemonium of shattering, metallic,
detonating din which leaves the senses bruised.
And only now and then, in short strange lulls, is
heard the surrounding accompaniment of roar;
for the blundering, rushing crash of traffic, the
swish and whirl of motor cars, the grind of

wheels and the countless floppings of innumer-
able hoofs drown with their separate discordances
the deeper note.

And through each modulation of its tone
the -- din, the roar, the rumble, and the hum
vibrates the spirit of the city's fierce unrest

For the traffic rushes on from end to end in
locked, interminable competing streams, which
pack in a moment as the cross streams pass, and
then surge on, swollen by the stop. And all that
makes a city's life goes by. Hereditary indo-lenc-e

and ease, and luxury a generation old, and
4 painted pleasure and sleek rascality flash past

In carriages and motor cars with only a bodily
nssumed repose. Business and busy-nes- s, and
hired love, and luggage-cumbere- d travel, and dis-

ease go by, because they must or will, in cabs.
And, varied as the commerce on the vans, is the
herded humanity in omnibus and tram, which
waits about or scrambles for a seat, because it

W cannot spare the time to walk, or grudges the
energy, or is too tired. The agony of their in-- I

finite restlessness goes up In sound.
Besides the fever of unrest of wheels sounds

the relentless tramp of hurried feet. The march-
ing crowds move on and on, and come and come
from whence the others came, and just as many
come from whore they go all hurrying Intently
from place to place in jostling, dodg'ng, unchang

ing multitudes, which wind along the contours
of the curb, and rush in frightened droves across
the- road, forever and foreVer moving on. The
tramp and shuffle of their feet increase the roar.

And, mingling with the tramp of feet, swelling
the rush and thunder of the road, throb the pul-

sations of human lives. Each one hears some-
thing 'of the refrain brave martial music, angry
menaces, or the million repetitions of 'a sob; and
what has once been heard is always there.

The men who seek to rule big destinies, or
guide the crowd, or grasp the whip of power,
hear both the hoots and plaudits of the mob; and
both invigorate them equally. And they who
stand a little way aside, d seers of the
tilings that are, and have been, and should be,
who strive, and spend their lives to show the
way, hear the involuntary cries for help, the
sneers of those who do not want to know, and
the angry grunts of sleepy blind content. And
they who sell the babies of their brain for
meagre fees eked out with hopes of fame, hear
a strange stirring music in the roar, which drives
them, unconsciously, to bigger things, and helps
them to fashion, perfect, and create; except in
habitual intervals of f - vhen they hear the
wall of those who tried tailed. The money- -

men who scheme with j brain, hear, in be-

tween the periods of toil, the voices of millions
asking to be fed, or clothed, or carried, or
cheated, or amused; and to the rhythm of the
note they listen to they work out sums. Thus
do they hear who scheme or strive to do.

But they who work to order or by rote hear
other sounds. The earners of a weekly meagre
wage, who work with their hands or stand
about, or drive, or pull a level, or sell what
others make, hear, when they listen, the impa-
tient cries of those who wait hungrily to fill
their place. The clerks who tick or write the
hours away, in checking figures or in copying
words, hear the same cries intensified by the
voices of the children growing up, able and will-
ing to do their work for less. And the women
workers who must work to live solitary women
entering the youth of age hear, in the loneli-
ness of one room, and even while
they hurry to their work, the happy shouts of
other women's children, and the murmured talk
of lovers in the street. Only the little servants
of the State who spend short days in filling up
and filing printed forms hear, in the faint-hear- d

echoes of the roar, a lullaby. And up from the
human welter of the slums drift smothered
growls, and blasphemies, which the wealthy
sometimes listen to, and quake.

But through the low thunder of the deeper
notes float snatches of a lighter, brighter refrain

the gay, mad melody that pleasure-seeker- s

hear.
And even trouble adds its note of mirth. Be-

sides the careless merriment of those who look
upon the city as a fair, and rush from show to
show, in idle busy-nes- s, to coax a laugh, rises the
revelry of reckless men who drink, and love, and
gamble, and die. Besides the joyous, merriment
of youth sounds the fierce hired laugh of painted
faces, which does not hide the groan. And with
the sober merriment of those who play to gain
fresh energy for work, mingles the fevered
gayety of those who fear the stunted merriment
of burdened men, the drunken laughs of those
who drug their fear, und the noise of all 'vho
nightly pay to laugh, or look, or lust, so that they
can obliterate what is or buy oblivion to what
they know will be. For, while they listen to the
gayer tune, they cease or forget to recollect the
other note.

So, as tho noise of strife and struggle swells,
the sounc of merriment peal out anew; and
with the discordances of gayety and stress vi-

bratos tho City of The Great Unrest.

i

"With all its voiced ironies of human lives
D

Uiq laughs, the tears, the menaces and moans L H
ihey who have learned to listen crave to hear; so H
that the quiet of the country hurts with a silent I H
drumming vacuum of sound; and when the hour fl
of returning comes a certain glad impatience of
the ear consoles them, and they lean expectantly
to hear the first short outbursts from the streets Mm
below rise up to greet them as they arrive. And, f Hl
on arrival, when they feel again the mighty aH
surging of the streets, it stirs their mind, because f L

of and in spite of all it means. For they who 1

love the city love the roar. From the London H
Nation. f H

THE COPY BOY ON SPRING. H

The day is warm and Passing fair H
The sky is blue and deep 1 H

the broth of Spring is in the air J H
And the artist is asleep H

nobody's working Very hard - i H
the Winds are fresh and soft" H

and the boss is wearing every Bay P H
The frown that won't come off. H

the Tired reporters mosey out H
tew stroll off tew a Fire JM

And the foxy hello gurl Is got Mm
A hairpin on the Wire HI

the Poet whiffs the air as if lm
it was Sum vital drug H

And writes a rapsody of Spring H
which is the poet's Bug 41

the Porter cums along to sweep mm
from the Hips J

- And" the' elivvatur boy's asleep 1
between infrequent Trips 'H

the boss is on the job at G

his taste is dark and Brown
mm

H
And you have tew rise at 4 a. m. H

if you want Tew beat him down M

bijo But it is passing strange M
what subtle poisons Lurk H

in Budding spring tew dsarrange M

the strict ioutine of Work Lt

It's as if the world had ceased M
its mad puisoot of pelf M

by jimmlny I woodn't mind H
A few days off myself. H

St Louis Post-Dispatc- M
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PtP5) Everybody will be out Monday j59 IS morning on account of Keith- - 15 I
Qgg O'Brien's Embroidery Sale. s2J fl
Sj-B- Why shouldn't they? Values to )ffj-- m

jg $3.50 for 25c a fact, too. Jf j I
IJW IK J The Shoe Sale, scheduled for (M
mW this week, on account of bad mraw

W I Cf weather will open again Monday, ft 'Wj M


